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 Established in 1898, the Conklin Pen Company® founded by Roy Conklin, an innovator from Toledo, Ohio
USA, is today regarded as one of the most significant and innovative American writing instruments manufacturers
from the golden era of fountain pens.

Roy Conklin registered the patent for the first working automatic filling mechanism in 1897 and is recognized
as creating one of the world’s first practical self-filling fountain pens. The Crescent filler™ soon proved to be a
success world-wide.

Thanks to Roy Conklin, owner and inventor, the fountain pen was ultimately made more practical and 
convenient for the public with his patented invention of the Crescent Filler™. The Crescent Filler™ 
has a piece of metal shaped like a crescent moon, that extends from the side of the pen, and was
the key to a simple and easy one-handed way to self-fill the pen with ink. The simple
depression of the crescent engages the internal pressure bar to collapse the built-in rubber
sac. Releasing the crescent allows incoming ink to fill the sac.

In 1903, Mark Twain, the legendary American author, expressed the virtues of this unique
self-filling fountain pen and became the official spokesman for The Conklin Pen Company®.
Mark Twain discovered yet another benefit to Conklin’s Crescent Filler™ stating, “Also, I
prefer it because it is a profanity saver’ it cannot roll off the desk”.

More than 120 years later, today’s Conklin Pen Company® is striving to continue in the
same spirit of bold innovation, while still providing the highest quality available in fine
writing instruments throughout the world.

In 1903 renowned American author and humorist,  Mark Twain
became the official spokesman for the Conklin Pen Company®
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Vintage
Advertisements & Patents...

Conklin Duragraph Advertisement 1898 - 1908

Conklin Patents

Conklin Glider Advertisement 1944 Conklin Self-Filling Advertisement 1898 - 1908 Conklin Glider Advertisement 1944
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 Today, the Conklin Pen Company®, continues this tradition of innovation and excellence
by offering unique limited edition and regular edition writing instruments of the highest quality.

Based on the original designs of early models, all Conklin® pens are manufactured by artisans
dedicated to producing writing instruments worthy of their legendary name.

Even in today’s impersonal world, we choose to offer a life-time guarantee to our customers
throughout the life of the original owner, satisfaction guaranteed.

Every Conklin® fountain pen is available in a choice of six smooth writing nib grade widths
allowing for the ideal choice for your individual handwriting style.

Each nib bears the Conklin® brand name, the historic “ Toledo, USA” mark with the special
crescent shaped breathing hole and is individually tested by our quality control team for a
premium writing quality performance.

Conklin® pens will appeal to any enthusiast who appreciate the fine designs of popular vintage
style writing instruments from the golden era, or a connoisseur of fine writing instruments who
wishes to stand out from the crowd, but at the same time, wishes to retain a touch of the same
time, and to retain a touch of the elegance of vintage designs.

Enjoy Today’s

CONKLIN®
Experience...
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Mark Twain Crescent Filler™ Self-Filling Fountain Pen™

www.conklinpens.comscan to view online

A. B. C. D.

A. L.E. Clear Demo with Rose Gold Trim

Limited Edition

CK71239-EF • CK71231-F
CK71232-M • CK71238-B
CK71233-S • CK71766-OmniFlex

B. Black Chase with Rose Gold Trim
CK71134-EF • CK71137-F
CK71138-M • CK71136-B
CK71139-S • CK71133-OmniFlex

C. Vintage Green with Gold Trim
CK71767-EF • CK71761-F
CK71762-M • CK71764-B
CK71763-S • CK71765-OmniFlex

D. Vintage Blue with Chrome Trim
CK71815-EF • CK71811-F
CK71812-M • CK71814-B
CK71813-S • CK71816-OmniFlex

 Establishing the Conklin Pen Company® as a leader in American writing 
instruments, the Crescent Filler™ became one of Conklin® brand’s signature pens 
and changed the industry forever. Founder Roy Conklin from Toledo, Ohio, patented 
the design for the first self-filling pen in 1897, causing his company to thrive and 
gain the approval of author Mark Twain, who became the official spokesperson for 
the Conklin® brand. Four resin finishes honor Conklin’s history and include the 
Limited Edition Clear Demo with rose gold trim, Black Chase with rose gold trim, 
Vintage Green with gold trim, and Vintage Blue with chrome trim. The fountain 
pens utilize Conklin’s groundbreaking original design that still works as effortlessly 
as it did a century ago. Each pen is engraved with Mark Twain’s signature along the 
band, and maintains the original Conklin® spring loaded rocker clip that was 
patented in 1916, which is the perfect addition to any pocket, jacket, or coat. The 
pens have the option to be fitted with one of six signature cushion point steel nibs, 
available in Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub, and OmniFlex sizes. Between 
the elegant finishes and nib options to complement your handwriting, this famed 
collection has it all.
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All American
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A. Old Glory Special Edition
CK71437-EF • CK71431-F
CK71432-M • CK71434-B
CK71433-S • CK71436-OmniFlex
CK71435-BP

B. Tortoiseshell
CK71427-EF • CK71421-F
CK71422-M • CK71424-B
CK71423-S • CK71426-OmniFlex
CK71425-BP

C. Yellowstone
CK71407-EF • CK71401-F
CK71402-M • CK71404-B
CK71403-S • CK71406-OmniFlex
CK71405-BP

D. Sunburst Orange
CK71417-EF • CK71411-F
CK71412-M • CK71414-B
CK71413-S • CK71416-OmniFlex
CK71415-BP

A. B. C. D.

scan to view online

All American™

 During the 1930’s at the dawn of the depression, the 
Conklin Pen Company® launched a collection that was priced to be 
affordable to the public. The All American™ collection was offered 
in a variety of sizes, filling mechanisms, and finishes, with the aim 
of satisfying the demand for high quality writing instruments. 
Inspired by Conklin’s original models and the rich heritage of the 
brand, the new All American™ collection brings a vibrant, contem-
porary style to a timeless oversized yet streamlined design. 
 Crafted from handmade European high-grade resin, the All 
American™ is impressively large in size, yet not so big as to be 
uncomfortable in the hand. The cap and barrel are carefully tapered 
to provide a perfect balance. The All American™ Collection meets 
the requirements for those who want a large pen, one that stands out 
in a crowd but which still stays true to the classic style and feel of 
the original Conklin® designs.
 The All American™ is offered in eight finishes: Old Glory, 
Tortoiseshell, Yellowstone, Sunburst Orange, Lapis Blue, Brown-
stone, Raven Black, and Southwest Turquoise. Whether you’re 
searching for vibrant colors with bold highlights, or more muted 
shades with accented patterns, there is a finish that will suit you. The 
fountain pen uses reliable international cartridges or a converter 
(supplied), and the ballpoint accepts a Parker® style refill. Each 
Conklin® brand writing instrument is housed in a luxury gift box.
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E. Lapis Blue
CK71447-EF • CK71441-F
CK71442-M • CK71444-B
CK71443-S • CK71446-OmniFlex
CK71445-BP

F. Brownstone
CK71457-EF • CK71451-F
CK71452-M • CK71454-B
CK71453-S • CK71456-OmniFflex
CK71455-BP

G. Raven Black
CK71497-EF • CK71491-F
CK71492-M • CK71494-B
CK71493-S • CK71496-OmniFlex
CK71495-BP

H. Southwest Turquoise
CK71697-EF • CK71691-F
CK71692-M • CK71694-B
CK71693-S • CK71696-OmniFlex
CK71695-BP

E. F. G. H.

scan to view online

All American™
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Heritage

Word Gauge
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Heritage Word Gauge™ Collection Piston - Filling

scan to view online

A. Black
CK75835-EF • CK75831-F
CK75832-M • CK75834-B
CK75833-S • CK75836-OmniFlex

A. B. C.

B. Blue
CK75815-EF • CK75811-F
CK75812-M • CK75814-B
CK75813-S • CK75816-OmniFlex

C. Turquoise
CK75825-EF • CK75821-F
CK75822-M • CK75824-B
CK75823-S • CK75826-OmniFlex

 The Conklin Pen Company® is recognized as being one of the first 
companies to design features of true technological advances to daily writing. 
The innovative technology of the Heritage Word Gauge™ is as useful today as 
it was when first developed in the 1930’s. 

 This modern-day version of the Word Gauge™ allows you to view 
your ink level through a transparent window in the barrel of each pen. The 
different gauge marks along the window indicates the estimated number of 
words that the remaining ink will write before you need to fill your pen again, a 
truly unique and fun feature exclusively available with this collection. Each pen 
comes with a built-in piston-filling system for “straight out of the bottle ink 
filling”, to use simply dip your nib into the ink bottle and twist the piston 
located at the back end of the pen body.

  The Heritage Word Gauge™ is handmade in Italy from a strong, 
unique resin and available in three glorious colors, Black with sleek gunmetal 
accents, or Blue, and Turquoise, both paired with stunning chrome accents to 
match. Along the front of each barrel is the name of the collection, tastefully 
engraved. Available in a choice of six nib grades, choose among Extra Fine, 
Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub, or OmniFlex.

Made in Italy
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Duragraph™ Collection

D. Ice Blue
CK71357-EF • CK71351-F
CK71352-M • CK71354-B
CK71353-S • CK71356-OmniFlex
CK71355-BP

C. Amber
CK71347-EF • CK71341-F
CK71342-M • CK71344-B
CK71343-S • CK71346-OmniFlex
CK71345-BP

B. Cracked Ice
CK71317-EF • CK71311-F
CK71312-M • CK71314-B
CK71313-S • CK71316-OmniFlex
CK71315-BP

A. Forest Green
CK71327-EF • CK71321-F
CK71322-M • CK71324-B
CK71323-S • CK71326-OmniFlex
CK71335-BP

A. B. C. D.

scan to view online

 The Conklin Pen Company® is recognized as being 
one of the first companies to add the feature of true mobility 
to daily writing. In 1923, the Duragraph™ model was 
launched, and shortly afterward was considered to be 'the 
definitive' pen. The model was named by combining the 
words, durable and graph to equal Duragraph™. 

 Created to last as an heirloom to serve many genera-
tions, the Duragraph™ is offered with a lifetime guarantee, 
and brings a fresh, modern style to the timeless oversize flat 
top design. Crafted from quality handmade resins, the 
Duragraph™ is substantial in size, yet not so large as to be 
unwieldy in the hand. The cap top is embellished with the 
Conklin® Est. 1898 logo and the cap band is engraved with the 
famous Duragraph™ model script font with three Conklin® 
crescent logos on either side of the model name. The clip 
being mounted at the top of the cap allows the pen to sit low 
in the pocket, making this model a more practical choice for 
everyday use. 

 The fountain pen is available in six nib grades uses 
international cartridges or converter (supplied). The ballpoint 
accepts Parker® style ballpoint refills. Each Conklin® fine 
writing instrument is housed in a luxury gift box.
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A. B. C. D.

scan to view online

A. Orange Nights
CK71377-EF • CK71371-F
CK71372-M • CK71374-B
CK71373-S • CK71376-OmniFlex
CK71375-BP

B. Purple Nights
CK71397-EF • CK71391-F
CK71392-M • CK71394-B
CK71393-S • CK71396-OmniFlex
CK71395-BP

C. Red Nights
CK71387-EF • CK71381-F
CK71382-M • CK71384-B
CK71383-S • CK71386-OmniFlex
CK71385-BP

D. Turquoise Nights
CK45346-EF • CK45341-F
CK45342-M • CK45344-B
CK45343-S • CK45347-OmniFlex
CK45345-BP

Duragraph™ Nights Collection
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Empire
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Empire™ Collection

A. B. C.

scan to view online

A. Amber
CK75427-EF • CK75421-F
CK75422-M • CK75424-B
CK75423-S • CK75428-OmniFlex
CK75426-RB

B. Harlequin
CK75417-EF • CK75411-F
CK75412-M • CK75414-B
CK75413-S • CK75418-OmniFlex
CK75416-RB

C. Oatmeal
CK75437-EF • CK75431-F
CK75432-M • CK75434-B
CK75433-S • CK75438-OmniFlex
CK75436-RB

 For over 120 years, Conklin® has been applying various 
methods to each production of our luxury writing instruments, 
creating captivating collectibles loved by beginners and enthusiasts 
alike. Drawing inspiration from Conklin’s original models and the 
rich heritage of the brand, we are proud to introduce the Empire™ 
collection, a fountain pen and rollerball set with vintage appeal and 
elegance balanced with a modern, bold style. 

 The word empire, meaning absolute control, was the 
inspiration behind this daring new design. Torpedo-shaped with 
tapered ends, each Empire™ is made from quality shimmering 
acrylic resins and is engineered to perfection, creating its distinctive 
and unforgettable fluted cap and body design. A timeless new model, 
the Empire™ offers a unique shape and an ergonomic and sculpted 
feel, perfect for daily writing. Paired with engraved chrome accents, 
the clip displays the legendary Conklin® trademarked name, while the 
cap band is painted red. Along with a daring new appearance is a 
hidden mechanism: a twist magnet lock system that allows a swift, 
soft, and pleasing opening and closure. 

 Available in three brilliant colors: Amber, Harlequin, or 
Oatmeal. Each fountain pen comes fitted with your choice of nib size. 
The fountain pen fills via standard cartridge or converter (included), 
while the rollerball uses standard refills. Each Conklin fine writing 
instrument is housed in a luxury gift box.
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Herringbone
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Herringbone™ Collection

scan to view online

A. Burgundy
CK71557-EF • CK71551-F
CK71552-M • CK71554-B
CK71553-S • CK71556-OmniFlex
CK71555-BP

A. B. C.

C. Gun Metal
CK71537-EF • CK71531-F
CK71532-M • CK71534-B
CK71533-S • CK71536-OmniFlex
CK71535-BP

B. Navy Blue
CK71547-EF • CK71541-F
CK71542-M • CK71544-B
CK71543-S • CK71546-OmniFlex
CK71545-BP

D. Orange
CK71596-EF • CK71591-F
CK71592-M • CK71594-B
CK71593-S • CK71597-OmniFlex
CK71595-BP

 The Conklin Pen Company’s® exclusive Herringbone™ series 
combines vintage appeal with a modern bold style and elegance. Made 
from solid metal, the barrel displaying the unique Herringbone pattern 
itself is achieved by using a very precise computerized engraving machine 
to cut the deep pattern into the metal. This elegant pattern, reminiscent of 
the Conklin® crescent shape, is seen underneath a special translucent 
colored lacquer and coated with several layers of epoxy for protection, 
durability and vibrancy. The collection offers a choice of four colors, 
Burgundy, Gun Metal, Navy Blue and coming soon Orange. The heavy 
chromium clip is engraved with the legendary Conklin® trademarked 
name and font and the center ring is engraved with the Herringbone™ 
name and surrounded by four Conklin® crescent shapes to each side. The 
fountain pen fills via standard cartridge or converter (included) and is 
available in six nib size options. The matching twist-action ballpoint is 
perfectly balanced and fills with standard Parker® style refills.
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Stylograph™ Collection

 The Stylograph™, a collection designed and based upon 
the original and timeless Conklin® models from the 1930’s, is 
brought into the new era with 21st century flair, introducing bright 
colors and a matte unique finish. 

 Each pen is crafted by hand from rods of solid resin, and 
then buffed to a beautiful matte finish that only gets better with age. 
Each Stylograph features Conklin’s original 1916 patented spring 
loaded rocker clip, perfectly balanced and designed to fit easily and 
firmly to thin or thick pocket materials with just a simple touch of 
one hand. All accents are finished in highly polished chrome for a 
luxurious look and long life. 

 Being able to choose from six nib sizes makes the 
Stylograph™ collection an ideal choice for your individual hand-
writing style. The fountain pens fill via standard cartridge or 
converter (included), while the ballpoint accepts standard Parker® 
style refills.

scan to view online

A. B. C.

CK71627-EF • CK71621-F
CK71622-M • CK71624-B
CK71623-S • CK71626-OmniFlex
CK71625-BP

A. Arctic Blue

B. Polar White
CK71617-EF • CK71611-F
CK71612-M • CK71614-B
CK71613-S • CK71616-OmniFlex
CK71615-BP

C. Tropical Blend
CK71637-EF • CK71631-F
CK71632-M • CK71634-B
CK71633-S • CK71636-OmniFlex
CK71635-BP

22
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Coronet™ Collection

scan to view online

C. Orange
CK71856-EF • CK71851-F
CK71852-M • CK71854-B
CK71853-S • CK71857-OmniFlex
CK71855-BP

D. Turquoise
CK71846-EF • CK71841-F
CK71842-M • CK71844-B
CK71843-S • CK71847-OmniFlex
CK71845-BP

A. Black
CK71826-EF • CK71821-F
CK71822-M • CK71824-B
CK71823-S • CK71827-OmniFlex
CK71825-BP

A. B. C. D.

B. Olive
CK71836-EF • CK71831-F
CK71832-M • CK71834-B
CK71833-S • CK71837-OmniFlex
CK71835-BP

 Recognized and beloved across the globe for their 
innovations within the pen industry since 1898, the Conklin 
Pen Company® is proud to offer the latest addition to their 
extensive catalog. Introducing, the Coronet™ collection, a 
minimalist and modern fountain and ballpoint pen featuring 
solid colors with a high gloss metalic finish. With the barrel 
being handmade from bars of solid brass and the cap being 
made of stainless steel coated with vibrant lacquer, the Coronet
™ collection is undoubtedly as resilient and strong as it is 
beautiful. Featuring a nearly flat top design and slim body, each 
pen is hand assembled and paired with silver accents as well as 
a classic L-shaped Conklin® clip. Mid-weight, and substantially 
sized yet not overly large, this pen is sure to please when in 
hand. Due to the lacquering process, each Coronet™ pen 
boasts a high gloss metalic finish and four color options to 
choose from: true Black, vibrant Turquoise, lively Orange, or 
eye-catching Olive. The Coronet™ offers six nib grades in 
Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub, and OmniFlex for your 
individual handwriting style. The fountain pen uses internation-
al cartridges or converter (included), while the ballpoint 
accepts Parker® style refills.
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Minigraph™ Collection

A. B. C.

A. Blue Baltic
CK71567-EF • CK71561-F
CK71562-M • CK71564-B
CK71563-S • CK71566-OmniFlex
CK71565-BP

B. Purple Dunes
CK71577-EF • CK71571-F
CK71572-M • CK71574-B
CK71573-S • CK71576-OmniFlex
CK71575-BP

C. White Satin
CK71587-EF • CK71581-F
CK71582-M • CK71584-B
CK71583-S • CK71586-OmniFlex
CK71585-BP

scan to view online

 The Minigraph™, the smallest available collection within the 
Conklin® brand, provides big performance in a diminutive package that 
begs to be carried everywhere you go. When capped, the fountain pen is 
small enough to fit discreetly in a front pocket or small bag compart-
ment, but when posted, feels full size for an effortless grip and perfect 
balance. Turned from solid bars of vibrant acrylic resin, the Minigraph™ 
is available in three distinctive colors, all adorned with bright chrome 
accents. Each pen is fitted with a standard Conklin® chrome clip, and 
located along the band is the Minigraph™ logo with four crescent shapes 
to each side. 

 The fountain pen features Conklin’s famous cushion point nib 
in Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub, and OmniFlex sizes and fills 
via standard international cartridge. The matching twist-action ballpoint 
measures just under 4” in length and accepts standard D1 refills.
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Victory™ Collection

scan to view online

A. B. C.

A. Cinnamon Brown
CK71517-EF • CK71511-F
CK71512-M • CK71514-B
CK71513-S • CK71516-OmniFlex
CK71515-BP

B. Royal Blue
CK71507-EF • CK71501-F
CK71502-M • CK71504-B
CK71503-S • CK71506-OmniFlex
CK71505-BP

C. Ruby Red
CK71527-EF • CK71521-F
CK71522-M • CK71524-B
CK71523-S • CK71526-OmniFlex
CK71525-BP

 The stunning Conklin® Victory™ collection brings big perfor-
mance to a sleek, aerodynamic design that evokes the art deco school of 
the past in a thoroughly modern writing instrument. A solid brass barrel 
and cap give substantial heft to this slimmed down design, while triple 
action lacquering adds durability and unique, one of a kind colors making 
this collection truly stand out.

 Unique to just the Victory™ collection is a polished chrome 
pivot clip, designed to hold tight, yet slide in and out easily of the pocket 
with just one hand. The fountain pen’s pressure cap closes with a convinc-
ing snap and posts securely on the back without sacrificing balance. The 
fountain pen comes fitted with a variety of cushion point nibs to choose 
from and fills via standard cartridge or converter (included). The matching 
twist-action ballpoint is the perfect companion and fills with a standard 
Parker® style refill.
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Stub 1.1 - CK12154 Stub 1.1 - CK12159

OmniFlex - CK12135OmniFlex - CK12134 OmniFlex - CK12127 OmniFlex - CK12128

Medium - CK12158 Broad - CK12155Fine - CK12156Extra Fine - CK12157Extra Fine - CK12152 Fine - CK12151 Medium - CK12153 Broad - CK12150

Extra Fine - CK12124 Fine - CK12123 Medium - CK12125 Broad - CK12122 Stub 1.1 - CK12126

Conklin #6 Stainless Steel Nib *#6 equals nib sizes #35 & #250

#5 Stainless Steel Nib *#5 equals nib sizes M5 & #076
#5 Stainless Steel Nib

Chrome Finish

OmniFlex - CK12139

Conklin #6 Stainless Steel Nib
Rose Gold Finish

Conklin #6 Stainless Steel Nib *#6 equals nib sizes #35 & #250
Black Finish

Chrome Finish
Chrome FinishChrome Finish Black FinishBlack Finish

Conklin 90 ml Ink Bottle Available in 37 Colors 

Black Ash

Blue/Black

Malibu Blue

Caribbean Blue

Horizon Blue

Scotch Brown

Napa Burgundy

Brown Sugar

Red Velvet

Valentine Red

Mandarin Orange

Rose Pink

Purple Reign

Emerald Green

Monteverde Green

Yosemite Green

Documental Black

Documental Blue

Sapphire

Charoite

Midnight Black Capri Blue Canyon Rust Purple Mist California Teal

Garnet

Ruby

Fireopal

Topaz

Amethyst

Olivine

Erinite

Onyx

Citrine

Moonstone

Tanzanite

Malachite

6 Piece Box of Standard International Size Ink Cartridges

Black

Blue

Blue/Black

Brown

Pink

Purple

Turquoise

Red

Green

Burgundy

Fluorescent
Orange

Fluorescent
Yellow

 A Fountain pen however, can only be as good as the nib it’s fitted with and with 
over 100 years of experience, Conklin® continues to produce the world’s finest fountain pen 
nibs and is proud to boast its newest nib option, the OmniFlex™. Resembling a bird taking 
flight, the flex nib is intricately designed and cut for maximum performance, allowing your 
creativity to soar to new heights. Add sweeping strokes and tapers to your writing . Simply 
apply gentle pressure on down strokes, spreading the tines for ideal line variation.
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